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What makes a roundabout usable by all pedestrians?
A Clear Path to the Crossing
A Clear Path to the Crossing
On Both Sides of the Crossing
“Driver’s Always Yield to Pedestrians”
Detectable Warnings in the Medians
Median Design
Curb Ramps and Other Pedestrian Facilities
This Is NOT What We Intended When We Asked About Signalization of Roundabouts In The Draft Guidelines!
Pedestrian Facilities?
Pedestrian Facilities?
Multi-Lane Roundabouts Need Some Sort of Pedestrian Signal System
Multi-Lane Roundabouts Need Some Sort of Pedestrian Signal System
Pedestrian Signal System
Pedestrian Signal System
Examples of APS
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Examples of APS
Single Lane Roundabouts May Not Need A Signal The Jury Is Still Out
Single Lane Roundabouts May Not Need A Signal The Jury Is Still Out
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